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TRACTO-TECHNIK - FIT FOR THE FUTURE

T

he construction of the new logistics centre at the
headquarters in Lennestadt-Saalhausen is a
milestone in the history of TRACTO-TECHNIK. On
the one hand, the +4,500 m2 large hall, which was
erected in only 14 months on Winterberger Strasse,
is the largest building in the history of the special
machinery manufacturer. On the other hand, the ultra
-modern logistics centre is one of the central
measures in the implementation of a far-reaching
modernisation strategy and thus a visible sign of the
future viability of the company.
After the ground-breaking ceremony in March
2017 and the topping-out ceremony one year later,
the new logistics centre is now ready for occupancy.
For the official inauguration, the management of
TRACTO-TECHNIK invited numerous guests of
honour from politics, administration and business,
the architects responsible, all building contractors as
well as residents and neighbours together with all
employees to the celebration on 31 October 2018.
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McElroy Manufacturing is the
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TRACTO-TECHNIK owner and
managing director Wolfgang Schmidt
(2nd right) together with (from left to
right) CEO Timotheus Hofmeister,
architect Thomas Kotthoff and the mayor
of the city of Lennestadt Stefan Hundt at
the inauguration of the new logistics
centre at the company’s headquarters.

INNOVATION AS A TRADITION
The date was deliberately chosen for the inauguration by the TRACTO-TECHNIK management
because this date coincides with the birthday of the company founder Paul Schmidt and has always
meant a special occasion in the company. The father of the current owner and managing director
Wolfgang Schmidt founded TRACTO-TECHNIK in 1962 and revolutionised pipe installation with
the invention of the first German soil displacement hammer GRUNDOMAT. Since then, the
trademark of the mole has stood for the pioneering trenchless technology from the Sauerland region.
Passion for optimum solutions and innovative technology is still the driving force behind the
company's success today. Because TRACTO-TECHNIK is anchored firmly in the region despite all
its international success, the decision to modernise at the home location was only logical. The
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construction of the logistics centre is
part of the ‘plant structure planning’, or
a whole catalogue of organisational and
structural innovations which serve to
secure the future of the company and the
jobs in Germany in the long term. In
order to meet the increasing global
demand for innovative and high-quality
trenchless solutions in all areas, a new
technology centre for the areas of design
and research and development was built
at the Lennestadt-Langenei site in
addition to the logistics centre. This View of the new TRACTO-TECHNIK logistics
centre has been in operation since the centre. The new building blends harmoniously with
end of last year. Another decisive its surroundings.
measure to optimise processes is the
consolidation of the assembly of all trenchless systems in the existing production hall on
Winterberger Strasse, which will be connected to the new logistics centre. This leads to significantly
faster assembly times for the various NODIG systems, which to date have taken place at different
locations.
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NEW WAYS AT THE OLD LOCATION
The structural connection of the assembly plant with the new logistics centre ensures a smooth, fast
production cycle and rapid delivery. The new building consists of two building sections for storage
and dispatch with a total area of around 4,500 m². Material and spare parts are stored in a high-bay
warehouse with a storage area of around 4,000 m². A Kanban system ensures that all necessary parts
for the construction of the NODIG machines are always available in the required quantity. In order
to get all deliveries on their way as quickly as possible, up to six trucks can be loaded and unloaded
at the same time in the dispatch hall. The simultaneous maximum automation and digitalisation of
all processes results in a state-of-the-art production facility with synchronised, fast assembly and
logistics. The workplaces have been designed according to the latest ergonomic standards and a
large number of modern technical aids facilitate numerous work processes for the employees. In this
way, customers worldwide will in future receive a reliable product from Lennestadt-Saalhausen in
the shortest possible time.
Architecturally, the 128 m long
reinforced concrete structure with its
silver-grey outer surface is guided by the
TRACTO-TECHNIK design. Special
features are the large arched window on
the street side and the white cube of the
upper floor, which is slightly offset to the
outside. The round-arched window,
whose upper arch corresponds to the
course of the mountain opposite in the
region known as ‘Rossnacken’, provides
sufficient daylight with an area of 200
m2. The upper floor with modern office
and social rooms comprises a built-up
area of 2,000 cubic metres, weighs 800
tonnes and is supported by a column-free
construction. The electricity and heat
supply to the logistics centre and
assembly plant via an environmentally
friendly block-type thermal power station
also complies with the latest standards.
DIGITISATION AS A KEY
COMPONENT
At TRACTO-TECHNIK the digitisation,
automation and interconnection of all
procedures and processes is not limited to
logistics, but is the key component of a
sustainable growth strategy. CEO
Timotheus Hofmeister commented: “The
innovative strength of our employees also
© 2018 NoDig Media Services
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plays an important role in digitisation. To promote the climate of innovation in a sustainable way,
we have set up a special programme called ‘fit4future’. Under this programme, all measures that
make our company fit for the future are meaningfully bundled and pushed forward.” Thanks to the
creativity and inventiveness of our employees, this programme has gained momentum over the past
two years.
For this reason, 31 October was chosen by the management not only as the day of the inauguration
of the logistics centre, but also for an internal ‘fit4future’ event for TRACTO-TECHNIK
employees. During this internal event, which took place before the official inauguration, all digital
projects and solutions developed so far were presented at sixteen different experience stations.
By merging the ‘fit4future’ event with the inauguration ceremony, the external guests also had the
opportunity to see for themselves the future viability of TRACTO-TECHNIK at the experience
stations. The visitors were impressed by the clever and innovative solutions, which were developed
for the most different areas and exchanged intensively with the participants. This exchange
continued even after the official inauguration, as the annual staff party of TRACTO-TECHNIK took
place together with the guests directly after the event to celebrate the occasion.
LOGISTICS CENTRE - THE NEW TRACTO-TECHNIK NUCLEUS
During the official part of the inauguration of the logistics centre, which began with Wolfgang
Schmidt’s welcoming speech, the owner outlined the history of the company from its foundation by
his father almost sixty years ago up to the modern day saying: “The world was different when my
father founded TRACTO-TECHNIK”. He then went into the various milestones in the continuous
development of the company from a small craft business to a modern industrial enterprise and in this
context emphasised the importance of digitisation for efficient logistics: “The logistics centre is not
just a simple store house, it is the nucleus of the new Tracto-Technik. The inauguration marks the
beginning of a major new phase.” said Wolfgang
Schmidt, visibly satisfied.
The architect responsible, Thomas Kotthoff, then
presented the building concept and thanked the client
for the free space and the extraordinary trust in all
phases of the project. Then Stefan Hundt, the mayor
of the city of Lennestadt, made clear in his speech
the importance of TRACTO-TECHNIK for
Lennestadt and as an attractive employer: “These are
exemplary investments, we need such innovative
companies.”
At the end of the speeches, Tim Hofmeister, who,
as CEO has been instrumental in setting the company
on the road to digitisation, explained the ‘fit4future’
concept and expressed his satisfaction with all
achievements. He invited all guests to visit the
experience stations to get their own impression of the
innovative solutions that have been created in this
way.
At the subsequent company party, the TRACTO
staff and their guests enjoyed a varied programme
and culinary delights together. The stage show
‘Physikanten’ inspired with a unique mixture of
entertainment and science. Afterwards the band
‘Sharks’ got the vibe going with groovy dance music
until late in the evening.
Website: www.tracto-technik.com
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AARSLEFF AND HAMMERHEAD IN
NEW PARTNERSHIP

A

arsleff Pipe Technologies and HammerHead ®
Trenchless, a Charles Machine Works
Company, of Lake Mills, Wisconsin, USA, have
signed a long-term, strategic partnership agreement
that includes plans for HammerHead to produce and
distribute the Bluelight LED Curing system to
markets outside of Europe and Russia.
The two groups are joining forces with a shared
vision of bringing innovative pipe renovation
technologies to market by leveraging the resources
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and expertise of each organisation.
“This partnership is an ideal match.” said Kevin
Smith, President of HammerHead Trenchless.
“Aarsleff has developed a technology proven to
greatly improve how contractors rehabilitate laterals,
and HammerHead, as part of the Charles Machines
Works Family of Companies, has the ability to
advance that technology globally. Collaboration
between our organisations will allow us to expand
availability and maximise impact of new
innovations, like the Bluelight System.”
HammerHead Trenchless is a leading manufacturer
and supplier of rehabilitation, replacement and
installation equipment and consumables for the
underground construction market. It offers a broad
range of trenchless solutions including quality The Bluelight system.
equipment and materials, technical field support, and
comprehensive training services to customers around the world.
Aarsleff Pipe Technology Divisional Manager Hans Christensen said: “Our continued success
utilising the Bluelight system demonstrates that LED can transform the CIPP process for customers
around the world. We have found a strong partner in HammerHead and we look forward to
expanding the availability of Bluelight LED curing technology beyond Europe.
The agreement grants HammerHead exclusive rights to produce and distribute the Bluelight LED
System outside of Europe and Russia. The Bluelight LED System is currently being adapted and
certified for the North American market and is expected to be available in 2019. Per Aarsleff A/S
will continue to sell the Bluelight LED System in Europe and Russia under the Bluelight brand
name. Website: www.bluelight-gmbh.de/en/
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PJA APPOINTS NEW OFFICERS

A

t its recent AGM held on 17 October 2018, Jim Kirby, a Technical
Director at consulting engineer COWI, was appointed as the new
chairman of the Pipe Jacking Association. Jim Kirby has 25 years
contracting and consultancy experience, specialising in tunnelling, pipe
jacking, shafts and pipelines. David Atkinson, Contracts Director for the
Trenchless business at contractor, AE Yates, was elected as vice-chairman
and the outgoing chair Graeme Monteith takes over the role of Secretary
from Andrew Marshall.
The Association is pleased to announce that this is the first time in the
PJA’s 45 year history that a Consulting Engineer has held the
Chairmanship underlining a new and progressive era for the Association.
The PJA welcomes major infrastructure operators, Network Rail and
United Utilities as new Associate members. The membership category of
Associate was created recently in order that major client organisations
Jim Kirby.
could easily engage with industry to the benefit of all.
Commenting on his appointment Jim Kirby said: “The PJA has been active in a number of key
areas to include education and research, technical innovation, industry standards. Recently we have
lobbied the ICE and NIC around the issue of urban road congestion and assisted Network Rail with
the compilation of a new UTX Standard. We plan to continue and grow these activities and to raise
the awareness of pipe jacking as one of the primary methods for installing drainage and other
utilities in urban areas with the minimum of disruption significantly reducing carbon outputs”.
Website: www.pipejacking.org

SMARTESTER™ AT INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION

S

teve Vick International Ltd (SVI) was delighted to be invited to speak at an international
convention in September 2018 in Toronto organised by AUTODESK, the mechanical design
and 3D CAD software developer.
SVI used the Autodesk product suite extensively in the development of the company’s
SMARTester™, their new wireless electronic pressure testing system.
Matthew Maclennan, SVI’s Mechanical Design Engineer and Sam Street, Technical Designer and
IT Manager, made an hour long presentation at Autodesk Accelerate which was attended by
customers, industry executives, top market analysts and subject matter experts from the US, Canada
and Europe.
© 2018 NoDig Media Services
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This year’s event focussed on the convergence of design
and manufacturing technology, covering the entire product
lifecycle from generative design to additive manufacturing.
“Autodesk contacted us as they felt we had made novel
use of their products.” said Matthew. “We explained to the
audience how we took SMARTester™ from concept to a
fully fledged marketable product with the help of Autodesk.
At Steve Vick we are extremely good at designing products
and techniques for the repair and renewal of underground
pipes. But moving into the realms of electronics and
software was new to us!”
The SMARTester™ system provides users with definitive
pressure test evidence and the reassurance of absolute
traceability. It accurately records every step of a test process
making engineers confident that their good practice is
verifiable. Whilst initially designed to measure pressure in
gas pipes, SMARTester™ is equally suitable for gauging
water pressure and has potential applications in
manufacturing.
“Autodesk’s 3D CAD software allowed us to carry out Matthew Maclennan, and Sam
live reviews of the product design over the phone, making Street presenting SMARTester™ at
more efficient use of everyone’s time.” said Sam.
an International Convention in
SVI found AUTODESK’s Lifecycle software particularly Toronto Canada.
useful in managing design changes during the development
of SMARTester™ as it tracks and records changes to product design as they happen.
The cloud based Product Lifecycle Management tool also enables SVI to configure SMARTester ™
for individual companies with the knowledge that in two or three years’ time they can identify
exactly which components were used in a specific product.
In addition, the software handles the calibration process of the SMARTester ™ allowing SVI to
offer customers a very high and reliable level of precision which is backed by stringent methods.
Other presenters at the international event included names such as Aclara, a major producer of
utility metering systems; Roboy, a humanoid robot developer currently working on a project for
NASA; global brake technology company Nucap; Steelcase, a US$3 billion producer of office
furniture; and Hosakawa, global supplier of powder coating equipment and systems. Website:
www.stevevick.com

A NEW TRENCHLESS ASSOCIATION IN MALAYSIA

S

ince 2016, at JBP staff have had the privilege and
opportunity of working with a number of other interested
parties to establish a new association in Malaysia to
represent the Trenchless Technologies sector and all stake
holders active in it. MATT (Malaysia Association for
Trenchless Technologies) should shortly its formal
recognition confirmed by Malaysia's Registrar of Societies.
This is an important and exciting step in the history of
Trenchless in Malaysia.
JBP Composites has worked internationally, for over 35
years, in the Trenchless sector. During this time it has been Y.Bhg. Dato' Dr Tan Yew Chong
both active in and benefited from many national Trenchless (Secretary General, Min. of
associations and societies including. The company has also Water, Land & Natural
had the opportunity to work closely with members of the Resources). Börje Persson (MD,
ISTT on a variety of occasions. This has allowed JBP to JBP Group) and Paul Harwood
appreciate the full range of benefits a thriving and dynamic (MD, Westrade Group) at
society can provide to its members and all stakeholders Trenchless Asia 2018 in Kuala
Lumpur. Inset the MATT logo.
working in the trenchless sector, in their home markets.
Since 2008, when JBP established two of the three partner
companies it now has in the JBP Group for the ASEAN region, the company has been active in
Malaysia providing contracting, consulting, distribution and trenchless training services, with a
particular focus on trenchless pipeline rehabilitation. During this time JBP has developed many
close working relationships with local contractors, service providers to the sector, utilities
authorities and key government departments.
Coinciding with the very successful Trenchless Asia in 2016, hosted for the first time in Kuala
Lumpur, one very clear observation reached, together with others working in the sector, was the
need to support development of the sector with a platform to promote Trenchless, inform the
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market, provide a network for stakeholders and reach out beyond the borders of the market for
transfer of knowledge, experience and technologies.
Involving a range of other interested parties JBP initiated a serious of consultations and
conversations with many colleagues in Malaysia, and rapidly had confirmation of a genuine and
enthusiastic interest in the initiative to establish a new association. Very early in the process Indah
Water Konsortium (IWK), Malaysia’s largest Utilities authority was quick to embrace the initiative
and offered leadership and support to move the process forward. ISTT has followed with keen
interest the progress of this initiative to establish the new association, including providing an
opportunity at the recent 36th International No-Dig 2016 in Cape Town for JBP to present on
behalf of MATT progress on its formation.
A Pro Tem Committee, chaired by IWK's CEO En. Faizal Othman, was established to supervise
formal election of an executive committee, adoption of a constitution and formal registration of the
association. Members of the Pro Tem Committee were drawn from a wide cross section of the
Trenchless sector, and representation from at least seven different states across Malaysia. Great
efforts have been made, from very early in this process, to guarantee this comprehensive and
inclusive representation, so as to insure the newly formed MATT will be properly representative of
all aspects of the sector, and across the whole country, - something that other attempts at
representation have struggled to achieve.
Another aspect of the process to form MATT worthy of note has been the active and close cooperation from several important ministries and government departments, most notably from the
Ministry of Land, Water and Natural Resources, as well as the Ministry of Works, JPP and SPAN,
as well as contractors and suppliers from the private sector, and in addition other professional
associations, and of course with IWK’s leadership as previously mentioned. This bodes well for the
broadest possible representation of Trenchless throughout the country and great networking
opportunities in the future.
MATT will no doubt have a full in-tray in its first year - to represent itself at Water Malaysia April
2019 in Kuala Lumpur and Trenchless Asia 2019 in Jakarta next July, as well as network with other
national societies at ISTT's 37th International No-Dig Conference in Florence, Italy in September.
This does not mention preparations for Trenchless Asia 2020 in Kuala Lumpur, which will
incorporate ISTT's 39th International No-Dig.
MATT's mission statement is short, simple and to the point – “To advance knowledge, awareness
and use of trenchless technologies and methods throughout Malaysia, in the public interest.” Its
aims, in summary, are to promote, to educate, to exchange knowledge and expertise, to encourage
best practice, to network and to represent the interests of all of its members. JBP is delighted to have
played its part, together with its colleagues at IWK and many others in, realising the aim, started
back in 2016, of establishing of a new Malaysian Association for Trenchless Technology - MATT .
JBP looks forward to supporting MATT's success in the future. Website: www.jbp-consultancy.com
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PIPELINE REHABILITATION

For General Information on Pipeline Rehabilitation click here

EXPANDING PIPE LINING CAPABILITIES

SPONSORS LINKS

P

BF Drainage Services Ltd recently announce that it has become
a UK distributor for the Danish pipe lining system Bluelight
which utilises LED curing of the liners for installation.
The Bluelight system is believed to be the only patented system
of its type currently on the market and has been truly tried and
tested with over 300,000 m of completed installations across
Europe. Manufactured by one of the largest lining contractors in
Europe, Per Aarsleff Denmark, the system has been in development
for approximately 8 years.
The liners are not only made by Per Aarsleff but also used by the
company’s contracting arm so the company has a wealth of
knowledge which has enabled it to build a user-friendly system
based on extensive testing and wide-ranging use in the commercial
field.
Bluelight liners can be installed and cured around multiple 90°
bends within a pipe run, negotiate diameter changes and the system
is claimed to have the fasted curing speed of any of the new LEDbased lining systems. The use of LED lights, which emit a 360° of
light without any moving parts, means that the system is incredibly
robust. The ability to cure glass-fibre liners as well as felt liners
increases its capabilities and includes the potential for ‘blind shot’
points.
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TRACTO-TECHNIK
INSPIRING
TRENCHLESS TECHNOLOGIES
for the underground installation and
trenchless renewal of pipelines

Installing a liner using
Bluelight LED cure
technology.
linings with only single entry

BLUELIGHT
The Bluelight system utilises inversion equipment to install liners. The system can keep pressure in
the liner where water infiltration occurs by means of an adaptor for the curing system, either directly
into the liner or via the inversion equipment.
The LED light head is then pushed or pulled through the installed liner to the end point and the
LED lights are then switched on using the highly automated touch screen control panel. The control
system then records and monitors all of the settings including pressure, light intensity, curing speed,
temperature and it also controls the speed at which the light head is pulled back through the liner.
The liner is kept up to pressure using a cooled air which is blown down the push rod system
attached to the light train and through the middle of the light head which in turn also cools the LED
lights. Once the light head is back within 1 m of the access point the automatic motor stops and then
the head is pulled back manually to prevent any damage occurring through over-pulling the light
head.
The Bluelight system is capable of utilising 100 mm to 250 mm (4 in to 10 in) diameter inversion
liners and up to 600 mm (25 in) diameter glass-fibre liners. The standard and commonly required
cable lengths are 40 m for the small 18 mm diameter light head, 50 m for the larger 22 mm diameter
light head and 100 m again with the 22 mm diameter light head, although special arrangements can
be made to accommodate client’s requirements if necessary. Curing can also be carried out from
both ends of the pipe run to increase installation lengths if required.
The Bluelight system generally utilises pre-wet liners that have a shelf life of approximately 3
months if stored correctly or liners can also be wet-out on site if required, a process that requires no
mixing of chemicals as Bluelight uses a single part resin. The liners have been specifically designed
for use with the Bluelight system and have undergone full German DIBT certification which
includes strength testing, abrasion testing and the ability to
withstand high-pressure jetting. The liners have also undergone
continuous testing to make sure that no delamination occurs
between the felts and the outer layer.
With the installation process being similar to traditional
inversion lining, training of the PBF crews that will be utilising
the system has mainly involved use of the control system and
learning the particulars of the installation process. This training
was carried out in Denmark with Per Aarsleff. This also means
that now as a distributor PBF will be able to offer the same
quality of training to any customers purchasing the system.
CAPABILITIES
The Bluelight system is primarily used where speed and
minimal work area issues are present. This has included
hospitals, schools, care homes, as well as road gullies and other
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outdoor areas. For example, the requirement for speed was required when
working in a local university during holiday periods and the completion
date had to be met without fail. On average 11 liners were installed during
each shift, ranging in length of 5 m to 38 m in length. The client insisted
on zero-odour production and this required either an epoxy resin or the use
of the Bluelight styrene-free resin.
Due to the nature of the resins environmental issues are reduced and this
was reduced further by the fact that the liners were pre-wet out in a
controlled environment at the factory. The curing speeds play a big part in
the ability to install multiple liners in a single shift reducing the impact on
the client. The noise impact of the equipment is also minimal as once
inflated the liners are kept at pressure via the light head itself with only a
small volume of air required. The equipment can either be 240 v or 110 v
powered and only requires a 2.8 kVa generator which is a standard size
most contractors would use.
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ADVANTAGES
When asked why the Bluelight system has been taken on by PBF Drainage and what advantages it
will bring to the company James Stern, Director of PBF said: “As a specialist rehabilitation
company carrying out all types of drainage repair we have capabilities covering patch repairs,
ambient cure lining, hot cure lining, and Ultra Violet light cure lining. The Bluelight system is
generally designed for lateral lining, meaning that resin choice is important, styrene can be harmful
to health and consideration needs to be taken into account for the odours that can arise from the
lining process. Epoxy is generally the preferred resin choice, this is both expensive and requires
careful mixing and once mixed will cure, so time constraints then play a part in the installation.
Epoxies also require heating or time to achieve an ambient cure. This means additional time on site
or additional equipment.”
James also commented: “There also needs to be consideration for the time spent doing the works,
clients do not want workers onsite for long periods of time with lots of noise, equipment, chemicals
being mixed etc. The Bluelight system reduces all of these issues by using a single part, styrenefree, odour-free resin, so there is no need for chemical mixing or wetting out of liners as our liners
can be pre-wet and stored in cool boxes until required.” The installation equipment and curing
equipment used with Bluelight utilises only a very small footprint. Curing takes place using LED
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lights and is not reliant on any heat, the system is similar in size to a
pushrod camera system. Curing speeds of up to 1.6 m per minute are
achievable, so time on site is also reduced. Due to the nature of lining
there are always inherent risks during the installation process. This can
be due to failures in the inversion process or during the curing process,
normally these defects are only apparent once the liner has cured and
the final CCTV survey is carried out. Because the entire Bluelight
process is monitored by using an internal camera system any defects
can be seen prior to any curing taking place and these can be rectified
before any problems arise.
James continued: “As a company we are always striving to use the
most cost effective and environmentally-friendly method available,
making sure the correct liner is installed for that particular situation.
Not every liner is suitable for all situations and the Bluelight system The easy to use control
increases our capabilities. Traditionally for lateral lining the cheapest system follows all
and most readily available liners have been used and this has meant that aspects of a lining
in some cases the incorrect method of lining has been chosen with little installation.
awareness from the client. The new system enables PBF to keep its
standards where they should be, which is as high as possible using high grade materials, as well as
new innovative equipment. In this way, we have been able to increase our output and reduce any
risk of failure or risk to the environment, whilst keeping the client happy.”
Concluding James said: “Concerning my own personal involvement with Per Aarsleff and
Bluelight, I have followed this system from conception through development to production. The
system fits in with PBF’s range of services as being highly portable, cost effective, reliable and easy
to use. It was important for us to have a reliable system that can withstand the generally harsh
environment that it works in but can offer us high standards we offer our clients.” Website:
www.pbfdrainage.co.uk
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DRAINPACKER EXCELS IN TEST

A

fter rigorous testing, Trelleborg’s pipe seals operation has been rated ‘Very Good’ by
Germany’s Institute for Underground Infrastructure (IKT) for its epros®DrainPacker system.
Trelleborg’s solution out-performed rival brands on several key test criteria and was rated the best
silicate-resin-based short liner system on the market.
Starting in 2016, the IKT ‘Short Liner for House Connections’ test compared the short liner repair
systems of eight different companies.
The network owners tested the products
extensively over a 24-month period,
subjecting each one to real-life conditions
that included heavy rainfall and severe
pipe damage. The products were rated
according to a series of criteria, resulting
in an overall rating that ranged from
‘Insufficient’ (score of 6.0) to ‘Very
Good’ (score of 1.0). Significantly,
Trelleborg’s epros®DrainPacker achieved
full marks for the most important criteria
of ‘water tightness’, as well as an
excellent result for ‘adhesive tensile
strength’. This gave Trelleborg’s system
an overall rating of 1.4. Website:
www.trelleborg.com
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MAJOR MAINS REPAIRS IN THE LINCOLN TUNNEL

D

uring the weekend of 20 October, 2018 Sanexen
Water, Inc., a member of the LOGISTEC family,
successfully completed major repairs in the Lincoln
Tunnel in New York City with minimal impact. When
the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
(PANYNJ) began planning repairs and upgrades to
Route 495 and the Lincoln Tunnel, one of the
requirements was to repair two cast iron, cementencased water main sections at each end of the tunnel
that supply water for fire prevention. Sanexen Water
was selected for its expertise and its innovative
Aqua-Pipe trenchless technology, to repair these aging water mains while other construction work
was in progress.
“A lot of planning goes into a project like this. We have to ensure that all the pieces are in place so
that, for example, when they close the Lincoln Tunnel at night for construction work, our trucks get
in there and work on installing the Aqua-Pipe liner to repair the water main.” explained Benoit Côté,
President of Sanexen Water. “Our goal, especially for a project located on a major urban
thoroughfare such as this one, is to work closely with contractors like J Fletcher Creamer which
performs excavation work, allowing us to access the entry to the pipe so that our experts can work
safely and efficiently to get the job done.”
Sanexen Environmental Services Inc. (Sanexen) is recognised as a leader in site remediation and
water main rehabilitation. Over the past 30 years, Sanexen has completed projects totalling more
than US$1 billion in urban centres and remote northern communities across the USA and Canada.
The team of over 450 environmental and water technology experts, researchers and developers has
implemented innovative technologies adapted to the needs of private companies and public
organizations faced with various environmental challenges.
This is not the first time Sanexen Water has worked in New York City. A few years ago, Sanexen
successfully repaired a section of water main in one of its busiest streets, Madison Avenue, quickly
and efficiently, and with minimal impact to traffic. Sanexen Water, now working in several major
urban centres across the USA and Canada, is seen as a key partner in addressing the challenges
cities face with regards to aging water main infrastructure. Website: www.logistec.com
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TRIO-VISION CAMERAS NOW IN THE UK

N

ovember 2018 saw the official launch in the UK of camera
systems from Trio-Vision, via its exclusive UK distributor
Source One Environmental (S1E).
“Representing Trio-Vision in the UK is our latest step in
bringing high quality, innovative technologies to the drainage
repair industry.” stated Glenn Cartledge, S1E MD. “Trio-Vision
is a specialist in its field, with over a decade of experience. The
company has developed strong products that are covered by
numerous patents and copyrights – the result is a range of
durable, yet competitive, inspection systems.”
Two camera ranges are being launched. First is the Xplorer Trio-Vision crawler cameras
wireless pole camera. This lightweight, portable camera is used with (inset) the Xplorer pole
for fast and accurate initial assessments of assets by lowering it camera.
into a manhole, where its condition can be instantly viewed as well as the pipelines that extend from
it. The camera is easy to operate and provides HD photos and videos.
The second is the Trio-Vision steerable crawler cameras which are offered in two models. The 150
system will accommodate DN150-300 pipes as standard and up to DN600 with an elevator; whilst
the 200 system covers pipes of DN200 to DN1200 as standard, but the addition of a customised
cradle offers use in pipelines of up to 2m. Both versions include flexible pan-tilt-zoom
functionality, video recording and daylight-readable touch-screen monitors as standard. Optional
extras include a laser measurement tool.
The cameras were initially on show at S1E’s Open Day in June and at No-Dig Live 2018 in
September.
“Feedback from experienced contractors, who took a good look at the products during the events,
was extremely positive, with lots being impressed with the solidity of the product build.”
commented Glenn.
S1E has established a partnership with UK specialist service centres for local servicing. “We have
put in place arrangements so that any servicing needs for the Trio-Vision range can be
accommodated in the UK and as swiftly as possible, without the need to send any item back to the
manufacturer.” explained Glenn. Website: www.s1e.co.uk
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MASTERING LARGE PIPE FUSION IN TIGHT SPACES
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McElroy launches new sizes for the Acrobat™ machine line which features the revolutionary
QuikFit™ carriage.

Drilling Fluids
Recycling & Mixing Systems
Digital Location Equipment

M

cElroy recently introduced new sizes to the Acrobat™ machine product line which features
the revolutionary QuikFit ™ carriage that allows operators to meet the challenges of fusing
large-diameter polypropylene pipe in close-quarter working environments. “Acrobat with QuikFit
carriages provide a solution through a modular single-size jaw design that is going to make a huge
difference in how large-diameter polypropylene pipe is installed.” said Paul Donaldson, Manager of
Mechanical Engineering at McElroy. “The beauty of this design is that it simplifies the fusion
process to help serve the needs of the plumbing, mechanical and HVAC industry.”
The new machines, which fuse 355 mm to 630 mm (14 in to 24 in) diameter polypropylene pipe,
was in response to a demand in the industry for lightweight, large-diameter butt fusion equipment
that would make overhead pipe installations more safe and efficient. Fusing large pipe on plumbing
and mechanical installations is intricate work whether it is new construction or a building retrofit.
Operators work around ducting, framing, stud walls and other obstacles, leaving little space to fuse
pipe, especially when fusing pipe many feet in the air. If the fusion machine is heavy and bulky, it
makes the job difficult or even impossible.
McElroy took on the challenge by custom designing the Acrobat with QuikFit carriage to break
down into multiple components to reduce weight and size. The ability to assemble the upper and
lower jaws of the carriage around the pipe by hand eliminates the need for extra equipment and
manpower that would be required to lift and fit an entire carriage into a cramped space. The carriage
is half the weight of alternative machines and can be arranged in 4-, 3- and 2-jaw configurations for
an even smaller footprint.
All of the fusion equipment, including the carriage, drill-powered facer, heater and hydraulic
power unit (HPU), can be loaded on a single scissor lift platform. The flexibility of the machine
allows it to fuse pipe in any orientation that is required on plumbing, mechanical and HVAC
installations, including vertical and overhead.
The Acrobat is offered in single pipe sizes to eliminate the need for inserts which also keeps the
machine lightweight. Each Size Package includes the jaws, heater and lightweight facer blade
holders. To complete the machine, there is a common Core Package that can be paired with any of
the sizes which helps reduce costs. It includes the cylinder assemblies, clamp assemblies, carriage
skid, facer stand, a detachable facer motor for easy manoeuvrability, a heater/facer rolling cart to
move everything easily from joint to joint, an HPU with DataLogger ® capability and shipping
container.
The Acrobat with QuikFit carriage is another example of McElroy’s dedication to the industry by
designing machines to meet the unique challenges seen in the field. McElroy offers one of the
world’s most complete line of fusion equipment with sales, service and support worldwide. Website:
www.McElroy.com
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SMELLING A RAT OFFERS EXTRA OPPORTUNITY

L

ate Autumn and Winter are key times for rat
infestations inside properties as rats enter buildings
to keep warm when the weather turns cold. One drainage
contractor that has found it can offer its customers help
with this potential problem is Jetting Services Direct Ltd,
which fits between 15 and 20 rat blockers every month.
“We provide this service to anyone from a domestic
customer to Pest Control Companies.” explained
Company Director, Paul Lugg. “We normally recommend
a rat blocker when a property has no barrier/trap within A rat blocker.
the drainage system linking it to the main sewer system or
if it has had rodent activity.”
Signs of rodent activity include rat droppings, scratching noises, rub marks and footprints.
Particular signs that the rats might be entering through the drainage system can include damage to
drain covers or small holes dug next to them.
Rat blockers are fitted into drainage pipes at the manhole. They feature a one-way flap that will
allow the rat to exit the property, but not to gain entry or re-entry. High quality rat blockers are
manufactured in metal as rats can chew through plastic barriers, gaining access.
Paul’s preference is for the stainless steel Ratwall rat blockers, which are available from Source
One Environmental (S1E). They can be easily fitted from ground level, using the specially-designed
installation pole. “We are very pleased with the quality of the rat blocker and the fitting flexibility
provided when using the 1 to 2 m length rod adapters.” commented Paul.
The Ratwall product is designed so that it is held securely in place with a tight friction fit and
cannot become dislodged into the drainage line. The flap opens fully, with no hinge within the pipe,
allowing maximum flow. A reversible flap allows installation into either the inlet or outfall.
Jetting Services Direct has over 25 years’ experience in the drainage industry, serving London, the
South West & South East. They offer a wide range of services including clearing blocked drains,
CCTV surveys, lining and patching, excavations, descaling and all associated drainage works, as
well as recommending and fitting rat blockers wherever they are needed.
The Metex rat blockers and the Nordisk TX11 range are available from Source One
Environmental (S1E). Website: www.s1e.co.uk
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UKSTT MASTERCLASS
On Tuesday 6 November, UKSTT held its 6th Masterclass on Inspection
Cleaning & Repair at the National Motorcycle Museum in Birmingham.
UKSTT Vice Chair, Dawn Greig, welcomed everyone to the Masterclass
before handing over to Past Chair Ian Ramsay to introduce the speakers.
The event was fortunate enough to have Bob Stear, of Severn Trent Water,
available to start the mornings presentations advising what Water Companies
are looking for from Suppliers and Contractors. Following Bob came Rhys
Day and Elliot Bailey from Calm Solutions delivering their ‘Inspection: 3D
Imaging and Asset Management Tool’ presentation. After a quick break,
Richard Swan, Picote Solutions, provided an in-depth presentation regarding
Cleaning Techniques and Hakim Dehimi, Brawoliner, followed with Repair
Techniques. Bringing the mornings presentations to a close was Simon
Goddard, NADC, with his very graphic presentation on ‘Training &
Certification’. In hindsight this might not have been the best presentation to
have just before lunch!
An opportunity to visit the Motorcycle Museum was included during the lunch break along with ample time to network. The
National Motorcycle Museum is the largest British motorcycle museum in the world and opened its doors in October 1984 with a
collection of 350 motorcycles. The Museum’s collection today, now boasts over 1,000 machines, fully restored to the
manufacturer’s original specifications.
Don Ridgers started the afternoon presentations with an overview on ‘Standards’ that was followed by some interesting case
studies on Laser Profiling from Ian Ramsay, Andrews Engineering. Following a quick break were some more equally interesting
case studies on Lining Repairs and Renovation, presented by Lanes Group’s, Simon Bull. Finally bringing the days session to a
close was David Chrystie-Lowe, Control Point Ltd, with his presentation on Testing CIPP Lining Materials.
The day was a huge success with delegates attending from Northumbrian Water, OnSite Central Ltd, Picote Solutions, Public
Sewer Services, IN2 Systems, Lining Division Ltd, Buckhurst Plant Hire, Hermes Technologie, Trelleborg Pipe Systems, Peter
Duffy Ltd & Young Associates.
The presentations are all now available to view on the UKSTT website and
the video’s recorded on the day by Philip Law, from The Winning Formulae
Ltd will soon be available to view on the UKSTT YouTube Channel.
The organisers of this masterclass, Dawn Greig and Norman Howell, were
really pleased with the following feedback that was received after the event
which included the comments:

“I came away from the Masterclass being able to clearly relate and
identify with all of the speakers. I liked the diversification of the
speakers topics………..”

“Exceeded” expectations

“It was brilliant…….”
UKSTT is planning two more masterclasses in 2019. The first one on 1 May,
2019 is focussed on Pipe Jacking and Microtunnelling. For more information
or to register an interest in attending this masterclass please email
admin@ukstt.org.uk. UKSTT would like to thank all of the days presenters for helping to make this masterclass such a huge
success.
UKSTT AT NO-DIG LIVE 2018
This year marks the UKSTT’s 25th Anniversary and the Society decided to
celebrate this achievement during No-Dig Live 2018 in Peterborough, UK.
Equipped with a Buzz-wire, provisions to make a cream tea and a never
ending supply of tea and coffee, the UKSTT stand was constantly busy with
visits from existing members, potential new members and fellow exhibitors
just wanting a cup of tea or a scone.
Either way, it was great to meet up with everyone again and to make new
acquaintances. The Buzz Wire proved difficult to beat but it did provide a lot
of noise and entertainment.
The Conference programme included an Irish Focus Day on day one and
day two consisted of Case Studies from the industry’s leading professionals.
A lot of planning and organisation goes into arranging these programmes so
we would like to thank everyone who attended one of these sessions and the
presenters who make them happen.
UKSTT is really pleased to announce that the Society increased its membership during the run up to No-Dig Live, and at the
event itself, and would like to welcome IKT, Brownline-Slimdril, Normag, Bluehat, C J Kelly, Murphy Supplies and Angela
Kelly as new members of the UKSTT. We look forward to 2019 and the exiting opportunities we hope it will bring. No-Dig Live
2020 is scheduled for 15 to 17 September 2020!
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2018
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the UKSTT was held on Thursday
17 October 2018 at Camden House, Kenilworth. It was good to see, not only
the Council present, but also some UKSTT members as well.
The meeting started at 12 noon and after a welcome from Chairman
Matthew Izzard the AGM was underway. All members of the UKSTT are
invited to attend the AGM & Council meetings and the Society would
welcome anyone who expressed an interest in attending. To find out the dates
for 2019 meetings please email: admin@ukstt.org.uk
Chairman’s Report by Matthew Izzard
“This year the UKSTT has been celebrating their 25th anniversary. The
Committee has been busy delivering the benefits and value of membership to
the wider industry. Since the last ISTT board meeting in April 2017, UKSTT
has delivered three very successful masterclasses on Horizontal Directional
Drilling, Condition Assessment and Polyethylene Lining. A successful
showcase was set up between UKSTT members to provide a closer working relationship between leading contractors and the
society’s supplier and manufacturer database. The aim of these showcases is to provide leading contractors and utility companies
the opportunity to see what is new and innovative in the UK market and how these products can work for them. More of these
showcases are planned for 2019.
We have continued to assist on projects throughout the UK, passing on specialist
enquiries to our members, some leading to successful business deals and contracts
where trenchless has provided a suitable solution.
The support and encouragement of our Patrons has been strong this year and we are
pleased to have added Southern Water and Northern Ireland Water to our list of
Patrons as we continue to work with them in promoting trenchless technology.
We continue to represent the UK on International Standards, having recently
worked on a paper with the Pipe Jacking Association to present to government on the
Lane Rental programme and have attended various exhibitions to promote our
members. Most recently we were invited to London to discuss trenchless technology
with the UK Department for Trade & Industry. We are pleased to be assisting them
in training their Attaches on ‘No Dig’ to bring export opportunities back to British
manufacturers and suppliers.
We have also represented the Society at various International Trenchless events,
including attending the Finnish Society’s No-Dig Conference in Laapenatra.
All these activities have helped us celebrate our 25th year with record membership
numbers as we seek to deliver a vibrant, active, relevant society. As we look to the
future, the opportunities ahead are both exciting and challenging.
Next year, as well as continuing to lobby government and work on Standards, we will be hosting two Masterclasses and three
Roadshows, one in Dublin, Scotland and the other in Bristol, where we will be holding our next Awards dinner. We are also
looking to set up more technical events and expand our University Outreach and placement programme for students.”
Board of Directors
The position of Chairmanship has a 2 year term so in accordance with the articles of association and having already been
elected as Chairman during 2017’s AGM, Matthew Izzard continues as Chair for another year.
Dawn Greig was re-elected as Vice Chair whilst Claire Gowdy was elected as Honorary Secretary after Norman Howell stood
down from this position. Colin Tickle was once again re-elected as Treasurer.
Ian VIckridge, Ian Ramsay, John Beech and Luke Steadman had all completed their 3 year term in office and automatically
retire by rotation. All but John Beech have put themselves forward for re-election and with no challenging nominations will
continue on Council for another term.
Phil Steele and Stephen Butterworth were elected on to the Council.
The Council for the following year comprises:

Chair: Matthew Izzard

Vice Chair: Dawn Greig

Hon Sec: Claire Gowdy

Hon Treasurer: Colin Tickle

With members Ian Vickridge, Ian Ramsay, Luke Steadman, Norman
Howell, Shauna Herron, Jim Albarella, Mark Lusher, Simon Little, Tom
Sangster, Glenn Cartledge, Martyn Kelly, Brent Smith, Scott Stone,
Stephen Butterworth and Phil Steele.
Stephen Butterworth was unable to attend but Phil Steele was there to accept his
Council Member badge from Chairman Matthew Izzard.
The AGM re-elected Wyatt, Morris, Golland & Co Auditor for the period up until the
end of the AGM 2019. The AGM finished promptly at 12:26pm. Lunch followed before
swiftly moving on to the Council Meeting.
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MY TRIP TO SOUTH AFRICA, THANKS TO THE UKSTT
During the UKSTT’s 2017 Annual Dinner & Awards Ceremony, held at the
Metropolitan Hotel, Leeds, UK Emilie Leclerc was chosen to receive the Young
Professional award. Accompanying this award is a £2,000 bursary to assist the winner
in developing their trenchless experience outside of the UK. Emilie chose to attend
the International No-Dig Conference and exhibition that was held in Cape Town,
South Africa in October. Below is a summary of Emilie’s experience that she received
as a result of her winning entry.
As the winner of the Young Professional Award 2017 I received a bursary which
allowed me to further my knowledge on Trenchless Technologies. I chose to attend
the International No Dig South Africa 2018 conference held in Cape Town between 8
and 9 October 2018.
The conference started with a very interesting presentation on the subject of
unlocking economic growth in South Africa through the use of trenchless technology. This was a very interesting insight into the
economic reality of this country. I feel lucky to have attended the International No Dig conference in a country so far and so
different from the UK as it allowed me to hear and to learn a lot about a wide array of topics. From suppliers presenting their
innovative products to academics presenting their researches, there was a lot to hear and to learn.
I was very pleased to be able to hear in details what different suppliers can offer in terms of pipe rehabilitation, horizontal
directional drilling and microtunnelling. Being a young engineer means I lack the experience to know what solutions are
available on the market. At university I learnt a lot about the theory behind the science but very rarely about how it’s been
applied in reality. Those two days definitely gave me an awareness of what is possible and even what is coming in the near
future.
That last point is another positive about the International No-Dig conference; I got to have a brief look into what the next
innovations are likely to be. A few speakers were there to present their research, academic or industrial, in either case I found it
very interesting to see that trenchless technology does not escape from the
computerisation of the world. Indeed the future definitely lies into computers
helping us achieve what trenchless technology has always tried to achieve:
efficiently working underground without the risk of digging but with results
as good as or even better than if it had been done above ground.
Talking of risk, I was pleased to see that health, safety and environment
were important subjects addressed in pretty much all presentations. No one
seemed to take this stakes lightly and I would even add that a lot of the
innovations presented during the conference were inspired by health, safety
or the environment. Indeed from resources saving to removing the need for
workers to put themselves in hazardous situation, all the trenchless
technology presented during the conference was sustainable. For a young
engineer like me, attending all these presentations was inspiring and
confirmed to me that science is going in the right direction in terms of future.
As I had the chance of being in a new and interesting country, I took the
opportunity to explore it. I travelled along the garden route from Cape Town to Port Elizabeth, stopping to a multitude of national
parks. The richness of the wildlife and the beauty of the South African coast is just stunning. I then flew into Johannesburg and
drove into Kruger National Park. There is no word to describe this place. I felt like a child going to a zoo for the first time but
there the animals were wild! I recommend visiting Kruger to everyone from 7 to 77 years old.
In all and for all I am very pleased with my trip to South Africa and would like to thank once again the UKSTT and more
particularly its chairman, Matthew Izzard, for allowing me to attend the International No-Dig South Africa 2018.

UKSTT MEMBERS NEWS

MUS AWARDED CONTRACT WITH DŴR CYMRU WELSH WATER
Morrison Utility Services (MUS), the UK’s largest, dedicated utility service
provider and part of M Group Services, has been awarded a new four year (with
potential to extend to seven years) water network alliance contract with Dŵr Cymru
Welsh Water.
Work will include repair and maintenance of clean water network assets, new water
mains connections, metering, zonal water cleansing, mains renewal and provision of
services to developers for non-household customers across the whole of the Welsh
Water footprint. The contract will commence in November 2018 and is built on a
strong, collaborative foundation enabling investment in people, joint synergies and
sharing of best practice between organisations. The Alliance model will support Dŵr
Cymru Welsh Water to deliver leading water company services to customers, build a
resilient network which eliminates interruption of supply and enhances water quality.
Ian Christie, Managing Director Water Service, Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water, commented: “The Network Alliance is critical to
ensuring we further improve our service to customers and the costs savings it presents will help us to meet the challenging
efficiency targets we have been set to meet our long term plans. We have challenging targets for leakage, interruptions to supply
and acceptability of water to our customers that can only be met through adopting a more collaborative approach. Bringing key
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maintenance activities together and establishing joint decision making alongside Morrison Utility Services as our partner to meet
our customer expectations is an exciting opportunity for both organisations.”
John Edwards, Executive Director, Morrison Utility Services, commented: “This agreement represents a significant contract
win for Morrison Utility Services and we look forward to building a strong and collaborative relationship with Dŵr Cymru Welsh
Water. During the tender process we demonstrated our ability to work in a collaborative manner whilst offering real value for
money and depth of experience. Our commitment is to deliver safe, cost-efficient and innovative water network services, aligned
with best-in-class customer service, which will enable Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water to outperform its business plan performance.”
ALH BONDED SADDLE HAS NOW BEEN APPROVED BY CADENT.
ALH Systems Limited has developed an innovative saddle system that can be applied to a
large diameter main to enable access in to the network without the need for full encirclement
clamps or chains.
Using newly developed resin technology, the saddle can be installed and the main drilled in a
little over 90 minutes with minimal excavation and customer disruption.
TYPHOON CLEANS FILTER PIPEWORK INSIDE MITCHELL HOUSE WTW
Kilbride Environmental Services are based in Gateshead and provide a wide range of
innovative cleaning and inspection solutions for potable water, wastewater and industrial
pipelines and related structures. The company is the developer of the award-winning Typhoon High Pressure Water Cleaning
System that provides outstanding cleaning results for a wide range of pipelines. It offers a long-range solution from a single point
access, utilises water recycling to minimise water usage and can be used in both urban and rural environments. Since its
introduction in 2008 over 150,000 km of pipeline in the diameter range 300 to 1,800 mm have been successfully cleaned.
Kilbride was recently commissioned by United Utilities to clean sections of 400 mm diameter unlined ductile iron pipes which
form the outlets from three second stage filter tanks at Mitchell House Water Treatment Works located in Accrington, UK.
The pipelines were located within the Treatment Works building and had a complex configuration that included several bends
and upstands together with in line valves. These pipes contained a build-up of scale as well as other debris and Kilbride used the
Typhoon Cleaning System to remove this material and provide an exemplary clean to this pipework. Access to the building for
the jetting and suction hoses was gained through a pedestrian fire door with access to all the pipework from the three tanks being
achieved by the removal a 90 o bend. A recycling vehicle was sited outside the building adjacent to the access doorway and
provided the jetting and suction capability for the cleaning work.
All the works were successfully completed within one working day and demonstrated the versatility of the Typhoon System to
clean complex sections of pipeline situated within confined locations alongside its ability to clean long lengths of large diameter
pipelines. Website: www.kilbrideenvironmentalservices.com
WATER JETTING POWER CLEANS TANKS AT WIND TURBINE SITE
Drainage engineers from Lanes Group plc have carried out high pressure water jetting to
clean tanks at an electricity sub-station for a giant off-shore wind farm in the North Sea.
The tanks have been installed to collect and store surface water run off at the sub-station
near Wisbech, in Cambridgeshire, which serves the Race Bank wind farm 17 miles off the
coast of Norfolk.
When fully-operational, the 573 MW wind farm, owned by Danish utility company Orsted,
will have 91 turbines and capacity to generate electricity for 400,000 homes.
Engineering and construction firm J Murphy & Sons, which built the sub-station,
commissioned Lanes to clean the newly-installed water tanks which form part of the site’s
drainage management system.
In a two-week programme, a team of six drainage engineers from the Lanes depot at St Neots, in Cambridgeshire, cleaned the
250,000-litre cylindrical plastic tanks, which are 4 m wide and 5 m deep.
Lanes Site Supervisor Aaron Dunkley said: “The tanks are of a significant size to give appropriate flood protection for a
strategically-important energy generation facility, and to allow regulated discharge of the water into local water courses. They
needed to be cleaned before being commissioned to remove silt and other debris that may have collected in them during the
construction process. The water jetting cleaning process was relatively straight forward but had to be carried out using our
rigorous confined space entry procedures. Also, as we were working within a live electricity substation there were other very
clear health and safety protocols we had to follow.”
All team members had to pass a site-specific electricity substation safety test. Once on site, they could only operate in
designated areas, with stationary vehicles connected to earthing points.
Before the tanks could be cleaned, water that had already collected in them was vacuumed out and taken to an authorised waste
site in articulated tankers, with 15 full loads removed in total.
Confined space entry procedures involved one water jetting operative being lowered into the tank on a tripod winch, then
remaining permanently attached to fall arrest and retrieval block. A surface operative monitored the cleaning operation, with a
two-person rescue team standing by.
Water from one of Lanes’ fleet of recycler jet vac tankers was used to clean each tank with a water jetting lance operating at up
to 3,000 psi, with waste water vacuumed out of the tank at the same time. Recycler units can filter and reuse water. This reduces
water consumption, which improves sustainability, and supports longer periods of continuous cleaning, increasing productivity.
Finally, Lanes provided J Murphy & Sons with photographic evidence of the cleanliness of the tanks, contributing to the
assurance its client, Orsted, needed as part of the asset handover process.
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Aaron Dunkley said: “Our success with this project demonstrates that we have the skilled and experienced teams and advanced
technology that engineering companies like J Murphy & Sons value when completing tasks safely, efficiently, and sustainably in
sensitive environments.” Website: www.lanesfordrains.co.uk
HIGHWAY PLATES AID TRANSPORT
New Composite Cycle Superhighways Bridge allows access for cyclists during routine utility works maintenance

New cycle super highway plates come to the capital for the first time

Plates developed with Oxford Plastics along with TfL (Transport for London) and cyclists from the capital

New lightweight plates will help keep London’s cycle superhighway open as much as possible during essential
repair work
Innovative new plastic plates will help London’s cyclists stay on track by bridging
over excavations dug to repair gas mains beneath the capital’s Cycle Superhighways.
Cycle Superhighways are cycle routes running from outer London into and across
central London. Introduced in the late 2000s the routes provide cyclists with fast and
simple commuter routes around the capital. The Cycle Superhighways are a key part of
the strategy to encourage more people to use bicycles and ease congestion and pollution
in the capital.
However much of the infrastructure that helps make London a leading 21 st century
city also lies below the routes of the Cycle Superhighway and cyclists can face
disruption when essential utility repairs or maintenance needs to be carried out.
Steel plates unwieldy – these are composite and modular plates – can be installed by
two engineers. The LowPro 23/05 Road Plate weighs approximately 60 kg compared to
hundreds of kilogrammes worth of steel plates.
Britain’s largest gas distribution network Cadent has been working with TfL
(Transport for London) and manufacturer Oxford Plastics to develop special new
bridging plates which will help maintain the cycle routes as much as possible, during
work.
Cadent Streetworks Manager Tina Preston explained: “The new bespoke plates were
developed after Transport for London (TfL) approached us in early 2017.”
Paul Braddy Sales Director of Oxford Plastics said: “It was very important that we got
something that worked well for both Cadent and the cyclists. It is one thing developing
something that can safely cover an excavation but if it does not work well for the cyclist riding over it then it is no good.”
Made from reinforced plastic, the plates can be made up of up to four sections to ensure they cover different sizes of
excavation. The plates are also light enough to be easily transported and set up by engineers as they travel around the capital in
their vans.
Development Impact Assessment Manager for TfL Michael Barratt, MBE, a passionate advocate for cycling, was instrumental
in driving the idea forward. He said: “The philosophy behind developing these plates was that it is safer for cyclists to have
familiar routes and to avoid unnecessary diversions especially into the main carriageway at peak times. Though they do not
remove the need for digging in the cycle superhighway the plates mean excavations can now be safely covered enabling cyclists
to use routes during peak hours with engineers coming in to do their work during off-peak hours.”
HAUC Advice
Stricter regulations have now come into play and they affect every worksite with a trench in the UK. The latest HAUC Advice
Note 2018/01 was brought in to ensure that the public and workforces are kept safe. For the first time, HAUC defines what
Driveway Boards, Road Plates, Footway Boards and Wheelchair Ramps are.
Prior to installation, industry workers should stay compliant by selecting the right trench cover. Safety is a top priority along
with finding a trench cover that is easy-to-use, lasts over many jobs and remains securely installed. HAUC 2018/01 advises that
all covers should:

Be stable on the road or pavement

Have a slip-resistant surface

Have no sharp-edges

Be marked with lifting requirements

Be fixed e.g. with non-slide edging

Have a safety factor of 2:1.
By using trench covers that are designed for safety and purpose, work sites are a step closer to being fully compliant and
liability-free.

UKSTT TECHNICAL ENQUIRY SERVICE - over £1 million of potential work per annum

The UKSTT website has a dedicated link for visitors to raise technical enquiries they may have concerning the world of
trenchless working. In addition, the administration team in Kenilworth, receive many calls seeking help. As part of the Corporate
Membership benefits package many of these work associated potential advisory/problem solution queries generate business
directly or indirectly for our members. These enquiries are passed directly to our Corporate members and if they are able to assist
or put a tender in they are then in a position to respond directly to the enquirer. For further membership benefits please visit our
website or contact Lynn on 01926513773 or email: admin@ukstt.org.uk
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NO-DIG SOUTH AFRICA 2018 – POST-SHOW REPORT
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The Trenchless community gathers in South Africa for No-Dig South Africa 2018.

T

he stunning city of Cape Town provided the backdrop for No-Dig South Africa 2018 organised
by Westrade Group and featuring a schedule brimming with excitement over the future use of
the innovative trenchless technology.
ISTT ANNUAL MEETING
On the Sunday prior to the conference opening, the ISTT Annual meeting was held in the Cullinan
Hotel. An impressive 19 of the 22 existing societies attended the meeting, travelling in from all
over the world. A joint decision was passed by the societies to host the ISTT’s 38th International
Conference & Exhibition with Trenchless Asia 2020, to be held between 17 and 18 November 2020,
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. This will once again feature the hugely popular Chairman’s Dinner and
Gala Dinner, the latter of which incorporates the ISTT Awards.
After a quick break, it was on then on to the Chairman’s Dinner in The Gold Restaurant where
delegates could enjoy the gastronomic delights of the local South African cuisine. The restaurant
served a 14-dish tasting menu, served to each table with country of origin, cooking techniques, and
spicing explained. Entertainment included, ‘praise singing’ as delegates were welcomed in, Mali
puppetry, and dancing to the rhythms of the Marimba percussion and Djembe drums.
CONFERENCE OPENING
On Monday, the conference, held for the first time in Cape Town (having been previously held in
Pretoria for the 2 years prior), was opened by the Executive Deputy Mayor Alderman Ian Neilson.
Conference sessions at No-Dig South Africa 2018 were run in parallel streams.
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This was followed by a paper presented by keynote speaker, Neil van Rooyen, on the topic of
‘Unlocking Economic Growth in South Africa through the use of Trenchless Technology’. Neil
discussed how, as role players and decision makers, we plan to unpack the various elements for
expansion in the trenchless industry and detailing how this enables the creation of new contractors,
immediate direct employment opportunities and cost savings worth billions of rands. This
subsequently helps improve the health and wellbeing of people in South Africa and the African
Continent beyond.
The event featured a packed conference programme, with two tracks running concurrently and up
to 10 speakers presenting each day during the 3 different sessions held in each track. All were
impressively well attended by the international audience with topics including.
TRACK A
TRACK B
Day 1 Topics.
Day One Topics:
Drilling Fluids
Rehabilitation Part I
Pipe Bursting, Auger Boring and Pilot Tube
Asset Management Part 1
Microtunnelling and Pipe Jacking I
Asset Management Part II
Day 2 Topics:
Day Two Topics:
Utility Management
Rehabilitation Part II
Horizontal Directional Drilling
Rehabilitation Part III
Microtunnelling and Pipe Jacking Part II
Asset Management Part III
A grand total of 55 companies exhibited, with a further 10 companies represented. These included
our Platinum Sponsor, Vermeer; Gold Sponsors - Bodotex, Ditch Witch, ELB Equipment,
Hammerhead, Octopus Electronics and Trenchless Technologies and Bronze Sponsors Herrenknecht and Picote Solutions. The feedback from exhibitors was exceptional and all
expectations were surpassed. Picote even sold every single item off its stand!
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CULTURAL PROGRAMME
For the first time ever, the show offering was extended to include two magnificent tour programmes,
both of which proved highly popular: There was a safari at the Aquila Game Reserve including
lunch and a 2-hour game drive plus a wine tour to the Groot Constantia Wine Estate, the oldest wine
estate in South Africa, dating back to 1679. There, delegates had the opportunity to enjoy tasting 5
different wines with complementary canapes as well as taking in the spectacular views over the
Peak Drive route.
The Gala Dinner, held within The Rotunda Pavilion at The Bay Hotel, was attended by over 250
people who were all lucky enough to enjoy a breathtaking view of the African sunset.
ISTT Awards & Winners on the night included:

New Installation Award - Black & Veatch Hong Kong Limited and Lang Fang
Huayuan Mechanical & Electrical Engineering Co., Ltd

New Machine Award - Hawle Water Technology Norge AS

Student Award - Marek Skoblej, VSB-Technical University of Ostrava, for his project,
‘Comparison of Methods of Microtunnelling and Auger Boring in Diameters up to 400
mm.’

ISTT Affiliated Society Lifetime Service Award - Joop van Wamelen
Paul Harwood, Managing Director of Westrade Group, said of the event: “Our recent visit to the
beautiful and vibrant city of Cape Town proved unforgettable to all who were lucky enough to
attend No-Dig South Africa. Delegates, exhibitors and sponsors alike were hugely impressed by all
there was to see and do at this landmark event. Many took advantage of the cultural activities that
were on offer and enjoyed the warmth and hospitality extended by our South African host city.”
Website: www.westrade.co.uk

THE MENA REGION GEARS UP FOR TRENCHLESS MIDDLE EAST

I

f it’s not already in your diary, then be sure to mark down 18 to 19 February 2019, as the
exclusive Jumeirah Beach Conference and Exhibition Centre in Dubai provides the backdrop for
the 11th bi-annual Trenchless Middle East exhibition, the must-attend event solely focused on
trenchless technology (NDRC) in the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) regions.
With large-scale infrastructure plans announced from municipalities and authorities such as
DEWA (Dubai Electricity and Water Authority) and RTA (Roads and Transport Authority) and
developers including Dubai Holdings (Global Investment Holdings Company), Nakheel and Emaar,
the use of trenchless technology continues at pace across the Middle East. Dubai’s recent launch of
a new five-year plan for the transport industry, cemented its reputation in the Middle East as a major
investor in infrastructure. Between 2014 and 2016, the RTA launched a staggering 29 initiatives
under the government’s Smart City project, the goal of which is to turn Dubai into a global centre
for the use of innovation and technology in urban planning. In addition, the Regulatory and
Supervisory Bureau (RSB) for electricity and water in Dubai, has revealed that Dubai’s cumulative
investment in the energy efficiency market increased to an impressive AED 500 million in 2017.
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Going forward, DEWA has
announced it is set to award
contracts worth $3.1 billion over
the next three years as contractors
will be brought on board for the
construction of 91 new substations
in Dubai emirate. In a statement
released by the utilities’ provider,
it said that these new contracts are
part of DEWA’s efforts to support
and upgrade the capacity and
efficiency of the electricity
transmission networks.
Dubai itself continues to back
some of the most ambitious
projects in the world, perhaps most
excitingly, the Hyperloop which Trenchless Middle East has rapidly become the mustwill carry passengers on the 87- attend event solely focused on trenchless
mile trip to Abu Dhabi in just 12 technology (NDRC) in the Middle East and North Africa
minutes. The government also (MENA) regions.
recently approved $354 million on
the development of rain and groundwater drainage systems for the districts around the Al Maktoum
International Airport, Expo 2020 and other nearby urban centres. Dubai Municipality likewise
awarded to Parsons Overseas Ltd. (USA), the contract for consultancy and supervision of the AED
12.5 billion, Dubai Strategic Sewerage Tunnel Project.
Now most certainly seems to be the time to be showcasing your innovations in this region, so look
to secure one of the few remaining stands at Trenchless Middle East 2019 at the earliest opportunity.
Whilst exact details of the conference programme remain tightly under wraps speakers already
announced include the Road and Transport Authority (RTA) and the Dubai Electricity & Water
Authority (DEWA). The roll-call of prestigious sponsors secured by event organisers Westrade has
also been confirmed as: Herrenknecht, Vermeer, Digital Control Incorporated (DCI), International
Aramoon Corporation (IAC) and International Drilling Services (IDS).
Trenchless Middle East follows recent highly successful events in UK, South Africa and Asia as
the Westrade Group develops its rapidly-expanding No Dig portfolio. Website:
www.trenchlessasia.com
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RO-KA-TECH BOOKING SERVICES

G

ermany is an important driving force in the
field of pipe and sewer technology. Every
two years, the industry shows off its innovations,
services and products at the RO-KA-TECH trade
fair in Kassel. In 2019, the exhibition will open
its doors between 8 to 10 May.
This will be the 15th time that RO-KA-TECH
has been held and over the years it has
established itself as an international ‘know-how’
hotspot. The organiser is VDRK, the German
Association of Pipe and Sewer Technology
Companies. In 2019, the Association expects
around 300 companies to exhibit, including an
increasing number of internationally active
companies. “We note that RO-KA-TECH is
receiving growing attention from all over the world.” said Ralph Sluke, Managing Director of the
association.
The organiser has announced that a Hotel booking service and Online-Ticket booking service is
available.
International visitors should note the date and they will find all relevant information out about the
fair on the English version of the website: www.rokatech.de. Kassel is located two hours from
Frankfurt by train and the exhibition grounds are easy to reach by public transport. It is
recommended that visitors should book a hotel room early for their visit if necessary. A link to
partner hotels can be found in the ‘visitor’ area on the website by clicking here.
The tickets for RO-KA-TECH are issued by exhibiting companies free of charge to customers and
other interested parties. Visitors can alternatively book entry tickets at the website for €12.50. Day
tickets are available at the entrance for €20.
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2018

December 11 to 14
Bauma CONEXPO India 2018 - Delhi, India.
Details from: www.bcindia.com
December 14 to 15
No Dig India 2018 - Mumbai, India.
Details from: www.indianodig.com

2019

January 22-24
8th International Conference on Water Resources and
Arid Environments 2018 - Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Details from: www.icwrae-psipw.org
February 18-19
Trenchless Middle East 2019 - Dubai, UAE
Details from: www.trenchlessmiddleeast.com
April 8-14
BAUMA 2019 - Munich, Germany.
Details from: www.bauma.de/index-2.html
May 2-4
No-Dig Turkey 2019 in conjunction with the 5th Water
Loss Forum Turkey - Istanbul, Turkey
Details from: www.nodigturkey.com
May 8-10
RO-KA-TECH - Kassel, Germany.
Details from: www.vdrk.de/de/ro-ka-tech/english-version
May 17-21
NASTT No-Dig Show 2019 - Chicago, USA
Details from: www.nodigshow.com
June 13
Trenchless Romania 2019 - Bucharest, Romania.
Details from: www.trenchless-romania.com
June 18-19
VST - Ville Sans Tranchée - Chatou, France.
Details from: FSTT
July 17-18
Trenchless Asia 2019 - Jakarta, Indonesia.
Details from: www.trechlessasia.com
September 10-13
No-Dig Down Under 2019 - Melbourne, Australia.
Details from: www.nodigdownunder.com
September 30 - October 2
37th International No Dig 2019 - Florence, Italy.
Details from: www.nodigflorence2019.com

2020

September 15-17
No-Dig Live 2020 - Peterborough, UK.
Details from: www.nodiglive.co.uk
September 21 -23
Plastic Pipes XX - Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Details from: eva@evacon.hu

If you have an event, course or meeting scheduled and would
like to add it to this listing please forward details to:
ian@nodigmedia.co.uk
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